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Today we come to the end of the second HACK DVBViewer Pro newsletter. I think it is the last one of this year and will close the thread. I would like to thank all our testers and developers who have released patches, as well as those who have helped along the way. For those
that also have provided us with scripts and patches that have improved the development of the Pro version, I would like to say thanks! And now we are ready to take care of your nice tips and tricks, and tips I have missed, as well as update the documentation. First of all, I
would like to thank all the testers, who have submitted their reports and bug reports. I have made a list with all the information for the reports, so we can keep track of the fixed issues. I will use these to create the HACK DVBViewer Pro 4.8.1.0 release notes for the next weeks.
There's no need of the n64 or 64-bit emulation (that can be made on a not very powerful machine); there's no need of an emulator such as the BIOS on the TV for setting the TV band; there's no need for DVBViewer Pro, since it does almost everything that is needed, but has
numerous bugs and is totally undocumented. But for the quality of the source code there's no beating it, and it's open source; there's no need for RTSP implementations, since there are already DVBViewer Pro and RBTClient for that purpose; there's no need for third-party
download interfaces and separate GUI apps, since there's DVBViewer Pro; there's no need for DVBViewer Pro to support the massive amount of DVB protocols, since there are already M3U media listing services, e.g. DVBViewer Pro's Media Server plus replaygain (would only be
needed if replaygain is supported on that device), and M3U is used with Replaygain for music playback, as well as with Replaygain for e.g. DVD playback without time cues. The only thing that really could be done is a better code cleanup, i.e. refactoring to encapsulate all
functionality into smaller classes (I did most of it) and for example omitting obsolete and unused functions. But once again: Lack of time, lack of resources, and lack of know how. And before you ask: yes I know the amount of work involved in coding in Java, and I also know that
any advanced optimization usually means a lot of debug output. That is how Debugging and optimization is done in real life. I'm not accusing that anyone did something wrong, it's just my impression.
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DVBViewer Pro 4.8.3.2 +*zip* DVBViewer Pro 4.6.x.x Plugin for Windows 32 (78.6 MB) DVBViewer Pro 4.8.0.1 +*zip* DVBViewer Pro 4.8.2.0 Plugin for Windows 32 (79.1 MB) DVBViewer Pro 4.8.3.0 Plugin for Windows 32 (77.2 MB) DVBViewer Pro 4.8.3.2 +*zip* Di-DVD Decryptor
DVBViewer Pro 4.8.1.0 +*zip* DVBViewer Pro 4.8.2.0 Plugin for Windows 32 (80.0 MB) DVBViewer Pro 4.8.3.0 Plugin for Windows 32 (76.7 MB) Added: Events: Now DVBViewer will load any undefined MediaServer events in two passes instead of one with the About Events

function in DVBViewer. As a result some MediaServer events could not be processed so far. Added: Enumeration: In DVBViewer 5.x.x, there is no longer Enumeration: select or enqueue configuration profile. All settings are saved in the system preferences and read back for all
profiles. Changed: About DVBViewer: DVBViewer now does not write the settings to the Application Support directory but to the user Application Support directory, so you don't have to delete them in order to upgrade DVBViewer. Added Link Widget: Display a small icon above

the transmitted schedule next to the DVBViewer symbol in the upper left of the DVBViewer program window, to indicate the availability of a live stream. Added HD channels: 'HD' listed channel types are accessible in DVBViewer as well as 'Multi-View' and 'HD Multi-View'
channel types. Channel types may be selected by the user using the Channel List section ( see below ). Changed: Load Channel List button on the Reception Settings page. It now allows to select and load a channel list for the selected reception type (i.e. SAT, DVB-S, DVB-T /

DVB-C) if available for the selected menu item. Unfortunately the DVBViewer 4.8.0 default channel lists do not contain any channel list for the DVB-S reception type, which caused the reception settings page to display 'Invalid' for this menu item. It is probably easiest to create
a new channel list and add the channel types for the reception types you want to operate with. 5ec8ef588b
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